
De Gerry, 	 10/8/9 

Sorry I can't begin, to take the time to tell you what I've learned about Posner's 

book but I've about 130,000 words of th rough (and it is rough) draft of a book and I 

h pe to get the whole thing indrit in less than two weeks. But it is requiring that 

I r 1. This time it is being retgped in New York. Planned pub date in April. I think 

it gill surprise you, too. Dave was right in saying it is the most dishonest book he's 

seen and boy do I prove it! 

Good you are going to be able to visit Dennis for free and that you and Hanh-

Trangh can get a mini-vaction of it. Lave him our best. 

If this ceaches you before you are on that talk show, note that at no point does 

Posner say that he took and used Failure Analysis work as his own or that it was one 

side of a both-sides presentation before the db ABA, with a jury, and that not only 

does Posner misrepresent that there was no_other side but they jury did not agree with 

Posner and hung. 

That and more like it is what I'll end the draft with. I'm surprised that with 

all else, when I as just planning to annotate the book for gave after you ft left 

it las some time after that that I began the book and have been able to get this much 

on aper. 

Bill was very pleased to get a copy of Roffman's book. Be told me about it. 

I'l be leaving momentarily to mail the 24th chapter to get in in HY by Monday 

and until I do I have other mail to atch up on. 

Our best to you all, 

I was really pleased to see how well Dennis looks and how well he Ras done wit and 

for himself. 


